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Bumper Replacement
1. Carefully turn chair upside-down
onto rug or other soft, clean surface.
2. Peel worn bumper(s) off of leg support(s).
Note: To prevent damage to finish, do not
use a sharp instrument.
3. Using a soft, dry cloth, clean surface(s) of
any adhesive residue using a citrus cleaner.
With a clean cloth, wipe surface with rubbing
alcohol and allow to dry.
Note: To prevent damage to finish, do not
use abrasive cleaners, harsh chemicals
or vinegar.
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4. Select replacement bumper per illustration.
5. Peel backing off bumper and place adhesive
side of bumper on top of leg support, orienting as
shown. Press bumper outward and downward,
pushing out any air bubbles.
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for additional bumpers,
as necessary.
7. Carefully turn chair rightside-up.

If you have a problem, question, or request, call
your local dealer, or Coalesse at 1.800.627.6770
Or visit our website: www.coalesse.com
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Glide Replacement
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GLIDE FOOT

TOOLS REQUIRED:
- Slotted (flat blade) screwdriver
- 10" end-cutting nippers
- Rubber mallet
- Drill and 7/16" diameter drill bit

GLIDE BODY

Hard Glide

Felt Glide

1. Carefully turn chair upside-down
onto rug or other soft, clean surface.
2. To protect chair leg finish, pull out glide
by hand, if possible.
3. If you are unable to remove glide by hand,
insert screwdriver between glide foot and chair
leg and rotate screwdriver 90 to pry glide foot
away from leg.

Assemble Glides
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4. Using nippers, grasp glide firmly between
glide foot and chair leg.
5. Holding chair with hand, pull out glide
with nippers.
Note: If glide foot seperates from glide body
during this procedure, drill out glide body
using 7/16" diameter drill bit.
Carefully drill through center of glide body
about 1-1/4" deep. With drill power off, pull
straight up until entire glide is removed.
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6. Insert new glide into hole in bottom of leg,
then press it into leg until glide foot is flush
against bottom of leg.
Note: Use a rubber mallet if glide cannot
be installed by hand.
7. When glide replacement is complete,

carefully turn chair rightside-up.

Glide Removal with Screwdriver and Nippers
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